How to create dependent questions in Feedback

Moodle Help & Support
This refers to Moodle 3.6 from July 2019 onward

How to: Create dependent questions in Feedback
This page shows the steps required to direct users to specific questions dependent on a previously answered question.
For details on how to create questions See the How to create questions in Feedback page.

Create the initial question

- Create your initial question and give it a name in the Label field
Multiple choice

Required ✓

Question
Do you live on Campus?

Label
Campus

Adjustment
vertical

Multiple choice type
Multiple choice - single answer

Do not analyse empty submits
No

Hide the "Not selected" option
Yes

Multiple choice values

Use one line for each answer!

- Yes
- No

Add a Page break
Add the question that the user will be taken to if they give the required answer. In this example it will be if they answer No.
In the **Dependence item** field select the Label of the first question.

The screenshot below shows how the Feedback activity is set up with the 2 questions created.
Similiar tutorials

The following other resources are also relevant to this topic:

• How to create questions in Feedback
• How to create dependent questions in Feedback
• How to add a Feedback activity

Queries, comments or questions?

Please contact your local elearning support team.

Incorrect?

If you have any comments on how you think this help can be improved then please email Learning-Technologies@nottingham.ac.uk